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It is a fact that technology has permanently 


changed our culture and even changed our brains, 


for better or for worse. The Internet sees an influx 


of new users from all over the world who consider 


it one of the most significant innovations of 


humankind.





Then, what if we as humans use technology for 


something more extraordinary, for example, charity 


/ nonprofit activity? Charities have the opportunity 


to engage with several new donors. Looking 


across borders, fundraising platforms that accept 


cryptocurrencies are the most accessible first 


place to look for charities.

The technology with its digital currency is well 


established. Blockchain first appeared in 2008 


because confidential transactions over the Internet 


required enormous trust between buyers and 


sellers.





As we read more about blockchain, I realized that 


it has enormous potential as a tool for the common 


good. Unfortunately, little has been written about 


the relationship between blockchain technology, 


ethics, and human rights.

However, Nonprofits face severe challenges with 


trust: About a third of Americans do not trust 


charitable groups to spend their funds well, and 


more than 60% of people worldwide do not believe 


that groups can accomplish their mission.





What if we focused on implementing blockchain 


for ethical and human rights purposes – perhaps 


even more importantly? Can we make a better one 


that creates a humane environment?
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Problem

The main concerns in charitable giving are transaction 


fees charged on donations, potential corruption by the 


mediators administering funds and services, and lack 


of accountability within nonprofits and other NGOs 


regarding how the money is spent.

Things are similar regarding social sector funding, and the real impact can be vague and hard to track. 


Along with the lack of transparency, transaction costs are usually high.
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TRUST
COMMUNICATE
IMPACT
The major problem with the charity in three simple word.

Problem Keyword
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Computers are incredibly  
fast, accurate, and stupid —  
humans are incredibly slow,  
inaccurate, and brilliant.  
Together they are powerful  
beyond imagination

Albert Einstein
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The Solutions

Blockchain technology is primarily designed to eliminate 


corruption and opacity through a long transaction 


process that is hard to track.  





Blockchain technology offers a new way of record-


keeping that cuts out mediators and centralized locations. 


This radical change could make all kinds of transactions 


cheaper, safer, faster, and more democratic.
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We are Humanize Human and call ourselves The Human Project, a Blockchain-


enabled transparent donation platform. We unlock the power of blockchain and make 


technology work for people. 





Our project is the $HUMAN token with our HUMAN App, and it is an autonomous 


fundraising platform built for charity. We aim to restore trust in the online donation 


model and address people’s concerns about trust and the impact of the conventional 


donation. And the misuse of their data and the potential for hacking. All personal 


information is stored on the blockchain and can only be accessed by charities with 


donor permission.”
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Rainforest Conservation and  

Education Center.

Educate a Girl, Educate a  

Nation - Sierra Leone.

Drinking Water for coastal  

people in Bangladesh.

$ 21.900$ 111.670$ 23.889

Rainforest Protectors Trust is currently creating a 


protected buffer zone for Sinharaja World Heritage 


Rainforest…

Across the region, 9 million girls between the ages of 


about 6 and 11 will never go to school, compared to 6 


million boys, according to UIS data.

Around 73 percent of the people in the Sundarbans 


coastal region of Bangladesh are deprived of drinking 


water.

Ceska ZbrojovkaDevelop Africa, Inc.Develop Africa, Inc.

NatureEducation

Donate Now

Clean Water

Collected from $26,802Collected from $360,331Collected from $21,112 2.176 Donor’s122.176 Donor’s32.332 Donor’s

141422 12 02 ::: ::: 0909 3232
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01. Disintermediation The technology of blockchain was expressly 


designed to work without needing a ‘trusted’ third 


party. This means that all transactions in the 


network happen directly from person to person, 


without interference.

Apart from this obvious financial gain, peer-to-peer 


transactions can lead to quicker response times in 


time-sensitive disasters such as earthquakes. 


Most significantly, disintermediation could provide 


access to financial and governmental services for 


people all over the world.

Everyone should set something aside for those less 


fortunate than themselves. Our mission is to help 


people be more generous, more often. We just want to 


humanize humans.
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03. Decentralisation The last feature that is worth mentioning is the 


concept of decentralization. The distribution of 


information across a network of computers — 


instead of storing it in a centralized database — 


makes it nearly impossible to delete, add, change 


or steal sensitive information from the blockchain.

This transparency of transactions makes it much 


harder to act in ways that benefit participants at 


the expense of other participants, leading to a 


more democratic and inclusive system.

The structure of blockchain has a strong 


democratic aspect. Over time, the history of 


transactions gets locked in ‘blocks’ of data, 


creating an unforgettable record of all the 


movements ever made.

Everyone in the network, no matter how many 


people are involved, can verify the order in which 


the entries are made. Checking the chain is like 


reading tree rings or examining fossils; the blocks 


show us records of the time.

02. Transparency

Our Humanize Value
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HomeHumanize Human. Projects Whitepaper News Connect Wallet

Overview Profile Summary

Transfer Holders Info Contract Analitycs Comment

$0.32 @ 0.00132 BNB Contract

Total Supply Decimal1.000.000.000 HUMAN 9

0xb238ae830x874ua9acc83a62ccf23

Holders Official Website652.947 addresses https://humanizehuman.com

Txn Hash

0x4652400903d82…

0xced86c59eb538…

0xca08a6ce56d2fd…

Transfers Social Profile12,481

Price Fully Diluted Market Cap

BEP20

$5,847,920.99

Search by address / Ten Hash / Block / Token

A total of 551,947 transactions found (Showing the last 100k records) Page 1 of 2100First Last

Method

Swap Exact Token…

Transfer

Swap Exact Token…

From

0xfe274c4a2c849…

0x92e8f7f2652cf…

0xb4a4e3d86a8e…

To

0x0c5da0f07962…

0xb238ae830x874…

0x0c5da0f07962…

Time

53 mins ago

2 hrs 23 mins ago

2 hrs 44 mins ago

Quantity

13.029.394

127.933

273.012
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Donor Humanize App

Fundraising Project

Finance and Impact report.

Make Donation 5% Tax

Humanize Project

C
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How Humanize Human Work?

Fundraising Project :  
Project created by fundraiser, but verified by 


Humineze Human.

Humanize Project :  
Collaboration project with partner, such as Binance 


Charity. Or the original Humanize project.
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The children of today are the leaders of tomorrow. 


The education they receive will build the 


foundations of their actions.

We believe it’s a fundamental human right to have 


access to quality care and treatment regardless of 


socioeconomic status or geographical borders.

We envisage a world, where cryptocurrency is 


used to level the playing field and put an end to 


poverty.

The health of our planet is our legacy to 


generations still to come.

Breaking down barriers and building opportunities 


to ensure no one is left behind.

Stop the Poverty Gap Education for The Future

We are EqualProtect the Mother Earth Healthy Bodies and Minds

Don’t you want to see us help each other? Every $HUMAN 


is valuable to others. Together, we can build a better world 


and humanize every human most simply.
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How’s The Human Project funding?

01. Corporate Partnership and Company Gift  
02. Digital Community Building 
03. Social Enterprice
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Build Community & Partnership The charity added to library Humanize Web App Developed Humanize Mobile App

Create Smart Contract Coingecko Listing Humanize Web App Launch Tier 1 Exchange Listing

Initial Promotion CoinMarketCap Listing Massive Promotion Multichain

Presale on Pinksale Massive Promotion Tier 2 Exchange Listing 1000 Humanize projection

Launching on PancakeSwap Partnership With Binance Charity 100 Humanize projection The largest platform for Charity 

Stay on 
our roadmap

C
The Roadmap
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We build perfect tokenomics to  
ensure all align between charity,  
token price, and holder benefit.  
Check our tax and tokenomics  
below and be a part of the  
revolutions.
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The Tokenomics
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Presale, IDO

62.74%

Launch, Pancakeswap Airdrop, Token

35.76% 1.50%

62.74%

35.76%

1.50%
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Did you know 2% of our tax returns  
to the holder in BUSD? And all  
tokens belong to the community.
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Tax Model.

2% - Back to Holder - In BUSD 
The more you hold $HUMAN, the more your earn 


BUSD. 2% of our token return to the holders, 


HODL!

1% - Buy Back and Burn 
1% is for buyback and burn. It’s automatic and 


coded into our smart contract. It will decrease the 


supply overtimes, and maintain price stability.

1% - Marketing and Charity 
Massive promotion is coming for the continuation 


of Humanize Human. Collaboration project with a 


partner, such as Binance Charity or the original 


Humanize project.

1% - Liquidity. 
Beside buy back and burn, we also maintain the 


token price by adding to our liquidity.

To donate to Humanize Human platform, you need to 


have $HUMAN. Why? Because we will earn tax 5% 


per transaction. Please check the detail of where this 


tax goes.

5 %
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5% Buyback and Burn 
2% Operational

7 %
C
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Token Name,

Symbol,

Supply, In Total

Decimal,

Humanize Human

$HUMAN

1.000.000.000

9
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The Human —  
Partnership

Forum Crypto Indonesia

Louiz Calls

Pirates Undercap Calls

Early Coin Potential

Mataguru

Kriptonesian

Stronghold And Friends

Crypto Clans Kamikaze

Cyborg Lounge

Kennedy Calls

humanizehuman.com 23
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The Human —  
Supported by

PinkSale PancakeSwap IDOPresales Spywolf Binance Charity
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From the Team

THANKS Meet the team working on this project. 


We appreciate your attention and hope you 


like our work.

25

Willians Y. Suripatty, CEO Erlangga Mergy, COO
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From the Team

Join Our Community

What’s important is to remain human is to knows 
how to humanize human

Stay Human!


